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Abstract 

This paper looked at the seeming incoherence between art and science. It 
also x- rayed both science and art and proffered that art and science are 
related and at the same time complement each other. Having highlighted the 
similarities in both disciplines, the paper went as far as bringing both 
science and art together for technology development especially in third 
world countries where there has been much clamor for technology transfer.  
It also concluded by acknowledging that the seeming incoherence is based 
on the feelings of individuals within the art and science professions, and not 
in reality; then recommended that there should be proper understanding of 
professional composition in each discipline (i.e., science and art) by the 
concerned individuals for technological development.  

 
Introduction 

“I do not distinguish Science and Art, except as methods and I believe that 
the oppositions created between them in the past have been due to a limited 
view of both activities.  Art is the representation while Science is the 
explanation of the same reality”. (Mamani and Amadi, 2008). 
 

 In the first place, industrial products or other goods begin with drawing; which is art.  In 
the same vein, art attributes like creativity, imagination, skills, and conceptions become also very 
salient in all manner of inventions and science/technological breakthroughs.  In this regard, Art and 
Science are two inseparables that are needed in any major technological breakthrough.  For 
example, computer inventions were first conceptualized (i.e., art), then built for complex scientific 
researches.  In turn, computer has been a great tool for artistic productions in most organizations. 
For example, textile industries, advertising agencies, and so on. 
 
Why is the Relationship between Arts and Science Not Coherent? 
Problem Statement 
 This paper is geared towards solving a problem that has long militated against Art as a 
discipline; that is, that art is not in consonance with science, more so, that there is no coherence in 
their relationships. 
 Despite the fact that art is seen in almost everything we do, see and have, the discipline has 
never been applauded by the society at large.  Those that study art are regarded as individuals who 
could not fit into other areas of study or have often been labeled ‘drop outs’.  In this regard art is not 
completely associated with other disciplines in the liberal arts talk less of relating it with the sciences 
and engineering which the society tag as the only problem solving areas.  This has brought about a 
cursory look into the subject matter. 
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Definition of Terms 
Art:  The Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary (1998) defined Fine Art as anything which appeals 
to one's sense of beauty, For example, drawing, painting, sculpture etc.  According to Maritain (1979) 
the same concern for beauty which was present in the craftsman, the same repercussion of 
requirements of the creativity of the spirit, surreptiously creeps into   the   very   construction   of 
machines   and   the very art of engineering. 
 
Science:   McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology (2002) defined science as the study 
of nature and natural phenomena. 

The scientific method is not a recipe for making original discoveries, inventions; it does not 
prescribe the pathway that scientists must follow to attain success, nor is it a substitute for creativity 
and resourcefulness. The actual pathway of scientific research is messy and partly at the mercy of 
unforeseen accidents, both lucky and unlucky. 
 
Art and Science 
 Bringing Science and Art together, Mbahi (1997) argued that science is the knowing; art is the 
creative act involved in giving an object a form. Art evolves, science involves. Aesthetics (beauty) 
like a flowing stream emanates (sources) from the artists creative instincts and also in a tremendous 
manner gives form and out look to scientific discoveries. This can attest to the various exquisite 
designs that exist today in the auto market and other manufacturing industries. The artists input in this 
regard are enormous.  

Mc Cann, (1975) said that the renaissance saw the advent of scientific inquiry and that the 
artists skill continued as a tool with which to search out and embody the fascinating technological 
discoveries taking place, for example, the marvelous invention of Leonardo and Michael Angelo. 
Akolo (2003) also stressed that Art has been integrated into technology for the improvement of 
products and environment in some countries. Artists in some countries have been employed to add 
aesthetic touches to new invented machines or new products before being mass produced for the 
market. Also, many nations are involved in car production but each has its own shape unique to it. In 
Singapore, industrial artists like Marry Gamens, John Tan, Rounie Tan, Chua Ban Har, kin Cleok are 
already engaged in such designs.  

Arueyingho (1999) asserted that the Visual Arts in the form of drawings, paintings, and 
sculpture and graphics are very useful bases for the understanding of scientific concepts. 
Majamite in Arueyingho (1999) posited that at the back of all great inventions, are the true virtues 
acquirable from Art and Science experiences which made them to be referred to as disciplined arts 
when they were part of the seven liberal arts of the medieval times. 
 The above facts clearly spell out the fact that both Science and Art are interrelated; therefore 
for full realization of set goals especially the Nigeria's quest for technological breakthrough and 
advancement, both disciplines should be of equal importance. Leonardo Davinci, a renaissance artist 
who was also a scientist and engineer, excelled tremendously because he realized that artistic 
ingenuity and creativity were what science needed as a launching pad.  
 
 Why   is   the    Relationship   between   Art   and Science not Coherent? 
It is easy to see that Art values are closely connected with all aspects of social life with scientific and 
cultural interests, astronomy, and astrology; cosmology and cartography, human figures; perspective 
and mechanical works.(Cornell, 1983).  
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With this in place, it is still often said that the relationship between Art and Science is not coherent. 
The fact here is that the incoherence in the relationship of both disciplines does not arise from the 
disciplines but from the Artist and Scientist themselves.  Both are yet to come to the understanding of 
what each others' areas entail.  The scientist who conceives Art in pictorial terms' feels that the Artist 
does not have anything to offer to science and technology; while the Artist, sensing this prejudice 
damns the Scientist. Each remains ignorant of the fundamentals of the others attitudes. The 
Technicians and most Scientists will rarely be conversant with formal improvisation or basic 
philosophy of modern Art or perhaps, even become aware of its significant examples, while the 
average Artist has not the foggiest notion about what are the esoteric concerns of the Scientists. This 
lack of understanding superficially breeds mistrust between creative arts and scientific 
endeavors.(Mbahi, 1997). This ugly situation has succeeded in pulling Science and Art apart thus, 
creating unhealthy rivalry which has continued to set Nigeria back in her quest for technological 
breakthrough. The situation has also adversely affected Art Education in Nigeria to the point that 
educational planners side by side with curriculum planners have not placed Art in its rightful place in 
our primary and post primary schools.  Due to this lack of understanding between Artists and 
Scientists, the impression the colonial masters created about Art as fetish has continued to deepen in 
the fabrics of Nigerian society who also see Art as only serving the purpose of self expression for the 
Artist and a decorative devise for the collector. 

This situation has also made Artists loose focus as many do not really know what the 
profession entails. They fail to realize that Art means creativity and invention. And because this 
knowledge is not there, there is therefore the tendency to accept the derogatory statements people 
make about Art. This is the more reason why many graduates of Art abandon the profession for others 
which they think the society value so much. What a blunder and loss of vision! So since the Artist 
would not discover the resources that are abound in his/her discipline, the Scientist who would want 
to carve out a niche for him/her will not in any way think that Art and Science have any affinity. 
From the above it is possible to decipher the fact that the incoherence in the relationship between Art 
and Science do not come from both disciplines but rather from the differences on the part of the 
Scientist and Artist.  This posture no doubt   is very precarious and if unchecked will continue to 
adversely affect as well as derail our bid for technological advancement. 
 
Bringing about Coherence in the Relationship between Art and Science 

The much sought after coherence in the relationship between Art and Science must be 
seriously pursued on the basis of national interest. The Nigerian nation is in dare need of 
technological breakthrough and it beholds that all the professionals in the Arts and Sciences ought to 
arrive at a compromise if success must be achieved. The situation requires team work and the 
exploitation of all the resources that are abound in both Science and Fine Art to forge a formidable 
technological future for Nigeria. 
 

According to Mbahi (1997) the early man understood the world not on the grounds of 
separate approaches but a unified one including artistic, logical, and religious elements; Art, Science 
and Religion were combined or integrated attempts. The innovators and the keenest minds in science, 
technology or any other field of enquiry make full use of the aesthetic modes of thought, visual 
images and leaps of imagination; and training in these areas of activity increases the capacity for 
creative flexibility. Mbahi (2004) also expressed that the ability to visualize structures, proportions, 
shapes, plan, diagram are essential  to the study of subjects like Biology, Technical Drawings, 
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Physiology, Medicine, Botany, Zoology. Chemistry, Physics, Geography Trigonometry, Architecture, 
Engineering and Agriculture 

Unoh (1986) added that the values embodied in visual forms of course are not about the 
techniques of Art alone, but speaks to broad concerns of mankind. Indeed, the values present in visual 
forms are but visual presentation of values taught in other subjects. Visual knowledge renders values 
which are otherwise abstract concepts vivid and concrete. It also augments the learning of values by 
creating a bond with what it is taught in other disciplines.  When an Artist examines his shapes and 
colour on a canvas or coordinates the spatial aspect of a complex sculpture, he asks exactly the same 
questions about relationship that face thinking of Scientists, Engineers etc. in their own field. 
In yet another interaction, Cornel (1983) said that Brunnelleschi's feelings for perspective came from 
his study of classical text as well as buildings. He worked out theories of perspectives that became 
enormously important to the Arts, especially to painting. Using mathematics, he derived a formula for 
linear perspective in which lines recede back to converge on a single point at which they appear to 
varnish. From the above facts, we see that the relationship between Art and Science and even 
technology is quite glaring. It becomes therefore necessary at this point in time that in reality Art and 
Science be affiliated seeing that Art evolves ideas or concepts that science and technology will 
'incubate' for development.        

Drawing and writing have certain parallels; as writing has its alphabets and its grammar; so 
also, drawing has its alphabets such as the straight and curved lines, and their forms.  To teach the 
student to write, one should progress from the simple to the complex so that the student would 
gradually be able to arrange the individual units together to create a sentence; so also, in teaching of 
Art, one must move from the simple to the complex making sure that the student first masters the 
simple straight and curved lines; and then their combinations until he/she is able to construct a well 
proportioned design (Mbahi, 1999). 

In America, in the 1850s and 1860s, the justification of art as a subject to be taught in schools 
was that it was necessary for the development and prosperity of America's industries (Amadi, 2009).  
Prof. Turner Isoun (former Minister of Science and Technology), connected the art creativity to 
technology by saying, “In the arts you have to be creative and innovative to produce an art work, the 
same applied to technology” (Amadi, 2007). 
 From the afore mentioned points, it is seen that the relationship between Art and Science, and 
even technology is quite glaring.  It becomes therefore necessary at this point in time that in reality, 
Art and Science be affiliated seeing that Art evolves ideas or concepts that science and technology 
'incubate' for development.  The available literatures on Art and Technology show that we could 
develop some basic facts about technological advancement, that is, (1) technology is developed and 
not transferred or imported as many people think;  (2)  people develop technology when they improve 
their knowledge, skills and procedures of making and doing things;  (3)  one of the conditions most 
favorable to invention is to accumulate knowledge and experience in Art and creativity;  (4)  Art is the 
basis of all disciplines and the foundation of discoveries;  (5)  technology is best achieved through 
projects and experiments conducted in a workshop atmosphere; and (6)  there is need to provide 
knowledge in Art, Science and Technology as integrated study. (Mbahi, 2000). 
 
Conclusion 

It is often said, that united we stand and divided we fall. The seaming gap between Science 
and Art are feelings and not in reality and largely because Artists and Scientists failed to understand 
the professions of each other and their compatibilities. 
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Recommendations 
There has to be a change of direction in this century and concerted efforts must be made to 

bring both disciplines together in principles. The western countries `whose technologies we want to 
import are already aware of the need for a merger of Science and Art; and this to a large extent, 
explains the reason why they have been succeeding over the years. Industrial designers who are 
mostly Artists have to a great extent, strengthened Japanese, Americans, British, and so on 
technologically. This implies that we need to be focused, look within, and make use of what we have 
without necessarily looking up to the developed countries for assistance or relying alone on Science to 
take us to the 'Promised Land'. 
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